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GENERAL INTRODUCTION, GENERAL REVIEW OF LITERATURE, and GENERAL
OBJECTIVES AND GOALS sections contain information supplemental to the journal paper.
The information contained in them was necessary for completion of the thesis but not for
publication.
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ABSTRACT

G roundw ater circulation w ells (GCW s) allow for the in situ treatm ent o f
contam inated w ater resources. Focused rem ediation w ith a GCW could be used to treat
groundw ater before it enters an existing domestic well already in use. G C W s have been
installed at the form er N ebraska Ordnance Plant; the m odel originally developed for these
w as slightly m odified and used to perform a feasibility study o f a focused rem ediation
system.
If the focused rem ediation system w orks properly, the capture zone o f the
dom estic w ell should be w ithin the recharge zone o f the GCW . D eterm inistic m odeling
w ith capture zone analysis indicated that a G CW installed on the site should be placed at
least 100 ft. directly up-gradient o f an existing dom estic well. A deviation o f up to 25 ft.
off-center o f the hydraulic gradient may be perm issible. A G C W flow rate o f 25 to 50
gpm w ould provide a sufficiently large recharge zone.
Stochastic analysis indicated that the system w as sensitive to horizontally variable
hydraulic conductivity. The m axim um capture areas o f the w ells expanded in size w hen
m odeled stochastically. Particles in some areas up-gradient o f the G C W had a less than 1
percent probability o f capture by the dom estic well; all other particles that the domestic
well captured had a greater than 90 percent probability o f com ing from the GCW .
Transient sim ulations determ ined that tem poral variations in dom estic well flow rates
caused cyclic fluctuations o f its capture zones.
M odeling results indicate that a G CW focused rem ediation system could be a
feasible w ater supply replacem ent alternative.
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1.

1.1

GENERAL INTR O D U C TIO N

O V ER VIEW OF RESEARCH
The overall goal o f this research was to model a GCW focused rem ediation

system in order to assess its ability to provide potable w ater to a nearby dom estic well.
Using a G C W in this m anner represents an original idea. A lthough prior studies have
used a GCW for focused remediation, no research could be found docum enting its use to
rem ediate a targeted domestic well. Several com m ercially available groundw ater
m odeling program s w ere used, in addition to well established m odeling techniques.
1.2

D EFIN ITIO N OF A G RO UNDW ATER C IR C U LA TIO N W ELL
G roundw ater circulation wells (GCW s) represent a new er developm ent in the

limited arsenal o f available methods for environmental rem ediation. In some instances,
GCW s can com pletely replace the traditional “pum p-and-treat” m ethods for groundwater
remediation. Instead o f rem oving water from an aquifer, transporting it to a centralized
treatm ent plant, and discharging it to a nearby stream, G CW s allow for treatm ent at the
well head. G roundw ater is extracted at a specified interval and treated by an air stripper,
UV light, or other appropriate method. It is then replaced into the ground through the
same w ell, at a separate interval. GCWs are efficient and practical rem ediation
alternatives and require far less infrastructure to treat the same am ount o f groundw ater
than large scale treatm ent plants do.

Additionally, they preserve a valuable resource by

keeping groundw ater in its aquifer.
1.3

D EFIN ITIO N O F FOCUSED REM EDIATIO N
Focused rem ediation is the targeted application o f environm ental restoration

m ethods to restore certain priority resources before a site cleanup is com pleted. Often
groundw ater rem ediation can take decades or more to complete, and the w ater resource is
not available during that time.

Private dom estic w ells can no longer be used due to

contam ination, and their owners must seek another source o f water. In the interim,
groundw ater is typically replaced with bottled water and/or other sources o f drinking
water.
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A G CW could act to selectively remediate certain portions o f a contam inated
aquifer. These areas could either be “hot spots” or could be located near sources o f
drinking water. A focused rem ediation system would use a G C W to rem ediate
groundw ater captured by a dom estic well. The GCW w ould be installed up-gradient o f
the existing dom estic well. The GCW w ould treat groundw ater before it reached the
domestic well. Even biorem ediation, which also does not rem ove w ater from the aquifer,
cannot provide w ater safe for use immediately. The operation o f the dom estic well
would only need to be suspended for enough time to install the G CW and allow the
treated w ater to reach it.
1.4

D E FIN IT IO N OF STOCHASTIC A N A LY SIS
M ost groundw ater m odeling efforts are deterministic in nature. These models

assume that geologic properties are consistent throughout a layer o f soil or rock
form ation (Freeze, 1975). This assum ption o f homogeneity does not accurately reflect
nature. In m ost systems, sedim ents vary due to the way they are deposited, lithified, and
altered by w eathering and tectonic processes. This causes facies changes w ithin rock
form ations that lead to different hydraulic properties depending on location. These
variations and others prevent a layer from acting as a uniform body, despite our attem pts
to model it as such. If we do not account for natural variations and seem ing random ness
in geologic properties, a m odel, how ever well developed, will not accurately reflect the
behavior o f the system being modeled.
Stochastic analysis o f groundwater flow is the use o f probabilistic m ethods to
account for geological variability. To produce a stochastic m odel, at least one param eter
m ust be random . In this case, random does not take on the general usage connotation o f a
haphazard arrangem ent. Instead, random means that values are assigned based on a
statistical function such that the outcome cannot be know n beforehand. For instance,
hydraulic conductivity is usually used as a random variable in stochastic m odeling.
Before generating the hydraulic conductivity values, it is not possible to know w hat the
value at point x w ill be.
Hydraulic conductivity (Neuman, 1990) dispersion (Lehr, 1991), and
transm issivity (van Leeuwen, 1998) can vary significantly over an area and lend
them selves to analysis based on probability. They are not solely determ ined by chance
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since specific natural processes affect them. For instance, we know that point bars occur
on the inside edge o f a stream. Point bars are com posed o f sand and interstratified clay
layers. W hen w e sample an area with fluvial deposits, we may take several samples
w hich find the sand and several w hich find the clay. Based on our know ledge o f
geological principles, we can reasonably delineate the location o f the point bar.
However, based on our limited data, we can only predict where the interface occurs. The
interface w ill often be gradational and repetitive. The location o f the interface is
im portant because it influences the flow in the aquifer nearby and can affect contam inant
transport. U sing a determ inistic approach, w e specify the exact location o f the interface
as we assum e it to be from our lim ited data. Based on the interface, our m odel predicts
the groundw ater flow in the area. The quality o f our m odel depends on the physical
accuracy o f our guess regarding the location o f the boundary.
This is where stochastic analysis is helpful. Instead o f assum ing that we can draw
a line in the sand, we combine our knowledge o f the geology w ith probability theory to
quantify the uncertainty in our results (Lehr, 1991). U sing statistical m ethods, we predict
the behavior o f the groundwater.
G oing back to our stream model, w e know that contam inant transport through the
sand layer w ill occur m uch more rapidly than through the clay layer. The location o f the
interface determ ines the extent o f the contamination. U sing the d ata we have and
stochastic m ethods, we can say that there is a 95 percent probability that the
contam ination will not spread beyond a given point, A. H ow ever, there is a five percent
chance that it could spread to a point, B, tw o miles away. N ow w e are not ju s t relying on
an educated guess for the success o f our cleanup. W e can use a risk- based approach to
design a rem ediation system w ith a high probability o f success.
M onte Carlo analysis is the most frequently used type o f stochastic analysis and is
fairly w ell docum ented in the literature. The Guide to Using Stochastic M OD FLO W
gives a step-by-step account o f a Monte Carlo procedure. First, hydraulic conductivity
(K) data is generated geostatistically. Freeze (1975) found that K data generally follows
a “log norm al” probability distribution, and prediction methods use this. A certain
num ber o f data sets (say 1,000) are generated. N ext, using the generated data, flow
sim ulations are perform ed on each set. Flow simulations w hich do not converge or are
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have a m ass balance error over 1 percent are discarded. C ontam inant transport models or
particle tracking m ethods are then run on the flow simulations. Com bining the 1,000
potential scenarios, a prediction o f w hich ones are m ost likely to occur is generated.
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2.

2.1

GENERAL REVIEW OF LITER A TU R E

G R O U N D W A TE R CIRCULATION W ELL TEC H N O LO G Y
G roundw ater circulation wells (GCW s) represent an innovative technology in the

field o f environm ental remediation. GCW s have several advantages over conventional
“pum p-and-treat” systems, the m ost im portant being that they are inherently resource
conservative. Instead o f rem oving water from an aquifer using one or m ore wells,
transporting it to a single treatm ent plant, and discharging it to a nearby stream, GCW s
allow for treatm ent at the well head. They create no net loss or gain to the groundw ater
in an aquifer. GCW s are efficient and practical rem ediation alternatives, w hich have a
sm aller “footprint” than m ost systems used for environm ental cleanup.

2.1.1

G CW C onfigurations. Two basic GCW configurations are used for

rem ediation o f subsurface contaminants. The first operates strictly w ithin a w ell and is
often referred to as in situ vapor stripping, in situ air stripping, or in-w ell air stripping
depending on the specific design (USEPA, 1998). In this paper, this system will be
referred to as an air-lift system.
The second configuration uses a mechanical pum p to bring the w ater to a smallscale treatm ent unit near the surface. G roundw ater is extracted a specified interval and
treated by an air stripper, ultraviolet light (UV), or other appropriate m ethod. It is then
replaced into the ground through the same well, at a separate interval. This circulation
pattern can be m odified to induce extraction from the upper interval and injection into the
low er interval, if necessary, to suit the nature and location o f the contam inant. This
system w ill be referred to as a treatm ent unit system. Figure 2.1 show s a schematic o f a
GCW w ith a treatm ent unit.
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GCW with Treatment Unit

Groundsurface

Figure 2.1 Schematic o f GCW w ith Treatm ent U nit.

In situ m ethods are an extension o f air sparging. In an air-lift pum ping system, air
is injected into an inner casing and rising air bubbles force the w ater to rise. As it rises,
dissolved volatile contam inants go into the vapor phase. The vapors are then treated
above ground in off-gassing procedures or are introduced into the vadose zone through
the top screened interval (M iller and Roote, 1997). A s the w ater rises, it is replaced w ith
w ater from the form ation through the low er screened interval. It is then reintroduced into
the aquifer through the upper screen or a subsurface infiltration gallery (A llm on et al.,
1999). This type o f system has the disadvantage o f being able to only flow in one
direction. It also relies on bioremediation in the vadose zone to rem ediate the
contam inants. In-well vapor stripping system s can also be designed w ith vacuum
extraction w hich will collect volatile organic carbons (VOCs) and bring them to the
surface instead o f allow ing entry into the vadose zone (M iller and Roote, 1997). At the
surface, they can then be treated in a conventional manner. R em oving and treating these
vapors above ground is m uch easier than treating contam inated groundw ater (USEPA,
1998). Figure 2.2 show s a diagram o f an air-lift/in-w ell vapor stripping system.
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In-Well Vapor Stripping
— >
Pressurized Air Injection

Ground Surface

Figure 2.2 Schematic o f In-W ell V apor Stripping (A fter M iller and Roote, 1997).

Both air-lift and treatm ent unit systems rely on the same principles, the
establishm ent o f a vertical circulation cell in w hich groundw ater is repeatedly brought
through the system until desired contam inant levels have been reached (USEPA, 1998).
This m akes G CW s especially effective for treating “hot spots” o f contam ination. It
allows for the immediate rem oval o f dissolved chemicals, while those sorbed to the
grains are given tim e to move into the aqueous phase.
There are few er engineering controls on air-lift system s than on treatm ent unit
based systems. It is difficult, if not im possible, to directly m easure the treatm ent’s
effectiveness. In order to m eet treatment goals, m ost air-lift system s rely on multiple
passes. The effectiveness o f a system w ith a treatm ent unit can easily be m easured by
sampling the effluent from the unit itself before it is returned to the well.
A ccording to A llm on et al. (1999), modifications to the standard G CW designs
can allow custom ization. Granular activated carbon canisters can be placed w ithin the
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well. As contam inated groundw ater is pum ped through the GCW , it passes through a
GAC colum n and contam inants are sorbed to the carbon particles. D issolved oxygen
levels in the aquifer can be increased because o f the G CW ; biodegradation rates may be
increased i f aerobic bacteria are present. Injection o f ozone into the G CW to cause
oxidation o f a contam inant is also reportedly possible (A llm on et al., 1999). In
mechanical pumping system s, various treatm ents units can also be attached at the surface,
and are not lim ited to treating just VOC, unlike in-well systems. A ny contam inant that
can be rem oved w ithout an excessive num ber o f steps or space required can be treated.

2.1.2

A pplicable Contam inants. A ccording to a U SEPA review o f GCW

technology (USEPA, 1998), most field applications are used to treat groundw ater
contam inated w ith halogenated V O Cs like trichloroethene (TCE) and petroleum related
chem icals including total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH ) and benzene, toluene, ethyl
benzene, and xylene (BTEX). Some sites have used the technology to rem ediate waters
containing radionuclides and non-halogenated VOCs. Proposed uses have included semiVOCs, pesticides, and inorganics.
Certain contam inant characteristics are conducive to GCW rem ediation. W hen
designing a system, engineers should take into account the chem ical characteristics and
physical distribution o f a contaminant. The ability to be treated either chem ically or
biologically is also important. A n air-stripping system cannot be used w ith a non-volatile
contam inant, like polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and phenolic com pounds (commonly
found in w ood adhesives). An immobile contam inant is not ideal either, since GCWs
rely on m oving it through the zone o f influence. The prim ary m ode o f rem oval for these
is in situ biodegradation prom oted by the G CW (A llm on et al., 1999).
Light non-aqueous phase liquids (LNAPLs) are not appropriate for G CW
rem ediation. Their m ain distinguishing property is that they generally float to the top o f
the water table. If a G C W is to be used on a site w ith LNAPL contam ination, they should
be elim inated before it is used to prevent spreading through the vertical circulation cell
(Allmon, 1999). GCW s show prom ise o f rem ediating dense non-aqueous phase liquids
(D N A PLs) like tetrachloroethylene. C ertain configurations may have problem s due to
increased m obilization and spreading o f DNAPLs (Chen and K nox, 1997).
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A pilot study at the form er Nebraska Ordnance Plant site show ed that GCW s
could also rem ediate the nitrate explosive compound cyclotrim ethylenetrinitram ine
(RDX). Ultraviolet light has been shown to degrade certain com pounds, including RDX.
An ultraviolet light reactor served as the treatm ent unit for the m echanical pum ping
system. A 3.5 kW light system had an estim ated treatm ent efficiency o f 60 to 75 percent.
RDX concentrations were reduced by over 25 pg/L during the nine month pilot period
(Elmore and Graff, 2002).
The octanol-w ater partition coefficient (KoW), H enry’s L aw constant, and
biodegradability will determine the optimal treatm ent process. Contam inants w ith low
KoWvalues, like benzene, trichloroethene, and trichloroethane are readily transported by a
GCW. Those w ith high K qWvalues, such as n-hexane and naphthalene, are harder to
transport and are relatively immobile (Allmon, 1999). GCW s have been used on sites
with naphthalene with concentration reductions similar to BTEX (USEPA, 1998).
Sorption o f contam inants onto organic soil components also seem s to have reduced the
mobility o f naphthalene (Allmon, 1999).

2.1.3

Enhancem ents and Complimentary Practices. M odifications to the basic

GCW design can enhance its operational efficiency. Additives, such as nutrients and
electron acceptors, m ay be injected into the w ell to aid biodegradation (M iller and Roote,
1997). A pair o f GCW s were numerically simulated in one study (Cirpka and Kitanidis,
2001). The purpose was to demonstrate that GCW s could be used to stimulate the
cometabolic dechlorination o f TCE by injecting toluene and oxygen into the wells. The
scheme was m odeled to be able to stimulate biomass grow th w ithout causing biofouling
o f the aquifer.
At a Superfund site in upstate N ew Y ork (Lakhw ala et al., 1998), researchers
added an in situ aqueous phase bioreactor and an ex-situ gas phase bioreactor to a GCW
system. The in situ reactor contained GAC to support native bacteria. The bioreactor
also used the principle that toluene presence stimulates the com etabolism o f TCE; the
purpose o f the reactor was to give bacteria a favorable place to grow. The gas-phase
bioreactor contained a non-native strain o f bacteria that could degrade BTEX, phenol,
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and lactate. The site achieved an estimated 35 to 65 percent mass reduction using these
methods.
One field study (Knox et al., 1997) added surfactant to a GCW to remediate PCE
and jet fuel. The GCW was capable o f delivering the Dowfax 8390 surfactant at a rate of
approximately 1 gallon per minute (gpm). 95 percent o f the solution could be removed
from the aquifer, although it was extremely diluted. The surfactants did remove 40 times
more PCE and 90 times more jet fuel than the GCW did alone.

2.1.4

Site Selection. According to Mueller et al. (1997), site specific parameters

control the GCW design and effectiveness. These are:
•

Contaminant o f concern-type and concentration

•

Contaminant plume dimensions

•

Vertical saturation thickness of the aquifer

•

Depth to groundwater

•

Seasonal fluctuations in depth

•

Groundwater flow direction

•

Remedial objectives

•

Average expected contaminant load

•

Aquifer type (confined vs. unconfined)

•

Horizontal hydraulic conductivity Kx>y

•

Vertical hydraulic conductivity, Kz

•

Hydraulic gradient

•

Groundwater flow velocity

•

Aquifer porosity

•

Geology (presence of confining layers, heterogeneities)

•

Inorganic elements (Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn)

The movement of groundwater is dependent on the geology of a site. Rock and sediment
type, facies changes, stratigraphy, mineralization, structural features, and weather all
influence subsurface hydraulic properties.
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The area of influence is the distance in all directions that a GCW can treat. In the
absence o f any natural groundwater flow, the anisotropy ratio between the horizontal and
vertical conductivities, the thickness of the aquifer, the pumping rate, and the screen
lengths control the area of influence. The area o f influence can be estimated using threedimensional modeling prior to construction. Elmore and Heilman (2001) demonstrate
that 3-D modeling is a good tool for locating GCWs. They recommend including pilot
systems in the pre-design stages due to uncertainties associated with aquifer property
measurements.
Limitations on the site geology and aquifer properties exist (Allmon, 1999).
Impermeable soils will restrict and slow circulation. Highly anisotropic soils will hinder
horizontal groundwater flow. Vertical flow will be slowed or stopped if the upper and
lower screens are separated by a confining layer, although this does not create a problem
if the associated treatment is sufficiently efficient. Anisotropy ratios should be between 3
and 10. A detailed hydrogeologic investigation is necessary, since conventional aquifer
testing may only reveal information about horizontal flow.
The GCW pumping rate also affects its operation (Allmon, 1999). The
recirculated flow must be larger than the flow rates generated by the hydraulic gradient of
the aquifer; otherwise a circulation zone cannot be established. This is especially
important in sites with steep gradients or high flow velocities.
When airlift systems are used in unconfined aquifers, the vadose zone must be
thick enough to allow recharge of the circulated groundwater and sufficient treatment and
biodegradation o f gasses. A minimum o f 10 feet is required, with 30 feet being ideal
(Allmon, 1999). There is no required vadose zone thickness for a mechanical system.
The perfect aquifer for GCW remediation would be 5-100 feet thick unsaturated
or 5- 115 feet thick saturated. It would be in porous media (not fractured or karsted,
since these are hard to characterize). Its background flow rates would be less than 0.001
ft/d, with a horizontal conductivity of over 1 ft/d. The aquifer would not be high in iron,
calcium, or magnesium to prevent fouling (Allmon, 1999).
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2.1.5

Necessity of Research. The Naval Research Laboratory, in its technology

assessment of GCWs said, “Even though GCW systems have been installed at more than
100 sites in the U.S. and Europe, the technology at its current level o f maturity is more
suited to sites with relatively uniform hydrogeology, and for contaminant degradation in
source areas rather than for plume containment. Detailed hydrogeological
characterization, particularly to determine vertical hydraulic conductivity through the
aquifer, would be necessary for more complex sites (Allmon 1999).” The report cited a
distinctive lack of data to determine their efficacy and called for more research. The
highest priority research deals with characterizing flow dynamics: using flow monitoring
sensors, determining the amount o f vertical flow and the uniformity o f flow distribution,
and a quantitative assessment of their circular flow inducing potential.

2.1.6

Groundwater Flow Patterns. The pattern of induced flow within an aquifer

depends on the groundwater flow velocity, GCW configuration, and hydrogeologic
properties. Figure 2.3 shows how background flow velocity can affect the circulation
pattern o f a GCW.

Figure 2.3 Groundwater Velocities and Flow Patterns (From Herrlin, Stamm and
Buermann, 1991). Ground water velocities of 0.0 m/d, 0.3 m/d, and 1.0 m/d shown from
top to bottom.
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Since GCW s w ith treatm ent units can be operated w ith the extraction or recharge
interval at either the top or the bottom, two distinct flow paths are produced. A round the
GCW, a circulation cell exists. In this area, the GCW is capturing the w ater it is
recharging into the aquifer. This means that m ultiple passes through the system are
possible. This can be an advantage when the treatm ent in the G CW is not sufficiently
effective to m eet cleanup goals with a single pass. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the flow
patterns for a GCW w ith different extraction interval configurations.

Figure 2.4 Groundwater Circulation in a Confined A quifer w ith Extraction Interval on
Bottom (After Elmore and H eilm an 2001).
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Ground Surface

Figure 2.5 Groundwater Circulation in an Unconfined Aquifer with Extraction Interval
on Top (After Elmore and Heilman 2001).

2.1.7

Capture Zone Analysis. The most vital component to the GCW/domestic

well concept is the delineation of the capture zone surrounding the GCW. The GCW
must be placed so that the domestic well is within the zone o f influence for it. Otherwise,
the domestic well will not extract treated, consumable water. The capture zone shows the
area of a plume that is covered by a GCW. The capture zone can also be assumed to be
approximately symmetrical to the recharge zone for an ideal aquifer, illustrated in Figure
2 .6 .
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Figure 2.6 Plan V iew o f Capture Zones.

Capture zone analysis is a standard tool used by hydrogeologists and engineers in
the design o f both groundw ater remedial actions and w ellhead protection programs. The
capture zone is defined as the dividing streamlines that separate the w ater flow ing into
the well from the rest o f the aquifer. Fetter (1988) defines a capture zone as the upgradient and dow n-gradient areas that drain into a pum ping well. G roundw ater w ithin the
capture zone does not migrate down gradient o f the stagnation point generated by the
well pum ping. Javeandel and Tsang (1986) describe the capture zone for single and
multiple well pum p-and-treat systems, and their equations have been applied to m odeling
a GCW . They present the theory and associated type curves for developing the number,
location, and flow rates o f pum ping wells designed to capture a groundw ater
contam ination plume.
Grubb (1993) updated the analytical m ethod by using the m athem atics o f com plex
potentials for determ ining capture zones in confined, unconfined, and com bination
confined and unconfined aquifers. M usa & K em blow ski (1996) advanced the analysis to
include groundw ater and particle movement during the transient developm ent o f the cone
o f depression created by a pum ping well. Van Leeuwen et al. (1999) perform ed Monte
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Carlo analysis using the numerical groundwater models M OD FLO W and M ODPATH to
develop spatial stochastic catchm ent scenarios for a m ultiple well system.
These previous studies have been applied as part o f a model to predict GCW
perform ance w ith respect to capture zone analysis (Elm ore and Heilm an, 2001).
Although that m odel could predict the capture zone and recharge zone o f a GCW ,
uncertainties existed due to difficulties in determining the effect o f vertical anisotropy.
The model also dem onstrated the three-dim ensional nature o f a GCW . Due to a large
vertical flow com ponent, the capture zones vary w ith depth. The G C W circulation cell
represents the area where water m ay recirculate through the GCW and where vertical
flow com ponents are m ore difficult to trace. Vertical flow makes G C W s m uch more
difficult to m odel than traditional pum ping wells. It adds a three-dim ensional component
to capture zone analysis not found in the modeling o f standard w ells w hich assumes that
once a short distance aw ay from the well, only horizontal flow occurs.
Borden and Cherry (2000) studied direct push GCW s, and determ ined that in a
pilot GCW , unexpected heterogeneities could be corrected for after the actual pumping
rates were m easured using a tracer dilution test. Their m odels show ed that well
perform ance w as not strongly affected by unexpected perm eability gradients in the tested
aquifer. A GCW will balance its flow to m atch that o f an aquifer as long as the imposed
hydraulic gradient and the aquifer permeability rem ain proportional. They recommended
the developm ent o f a way to predict circulation rates despite perm eability variations.

2.1.8

Physical M odeling. Physical m odels o f GCW s are an interm ediate step

between num erical m odeling and pilot studies. These small scale sim ulated sites can help
detect discrepancies betw een numerical models and real life. Francois et al. (1996) used
a bench scale model to determine the effectiveness o f in-well air stripping for VOCs. For
the model, a 70 feet long and 5.5 inch diam eter pipe w as placed in a 75 feet long pipe
w ith a 6 inch outside diameter. A n air injection line w as placed into the annular space
between the “w ells.” A ir flow rates ranged from 5 to 70 gallons per m inute (gpm), and
air was injected at a rate o f 7 to 38 standard cubic feet per minute. The pum ping
experim ents invalidated a flow model, showing it was only appropriate for small
diam eter wells. The authors recommended the use o f their new num erical m odel for flow
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rates at less than m axim um efficiency, inner diam eters o f 4 to 10 inches, and percentages
o f subm ergence betw een 30 to 70 percent.
Knox et al. (1997) used laboratory batch and colum n tests, coupled w ith sand tank
and field-scale tests to design a surfactant based rem ediation system. The tests were
aim ed at optim izing the perform ance o f a G CW in shallow, highly conductive,
unconfined form ations. Pinto et al. (1996) obtained good agreem ent betw een their bench
scale model and num erical simulation. Differences occurred betw een the sim ulated and
actual breakthrough curves, resulting prim arily from the differences in actual and
estim ated initial concentrations and the actual and m odeled flow field.
Chen and K nox (1997) used a three-dim ensional sand tank aquifer in a physical
simulation o f tw o types o f GCW s. To simulate a spill, 100 mL o f PCE, dyed red, was
mixed with a controlled volum e o f soil. A G C W was inserted into the soil. A gas
chrom atograph was used to detect the tracer, PCE, and surfactants in sam ples o f GCW
effluent. B reakthrough curves w ere plotted from the data. N either G CW configuration
was able to rem ove m ore than 60 percent o f the contam inant m ass from the system.

2.1.9

N um erical M odeling. A solid base o f research into the num erical m odeling

o f groundw ater circulation w ells exists. M any o f the m odeling studies have been
correlated to physical m odels and field scale pilot tests to support the concept that
numerical m odeling can be used to design GCW s. It is, how ever, not as well developed
as m odeling o f traditional pum p-and-treat methods.
Elm ore and H eilm an (2001) developed a GCW m odel using M O D FLO W and
M ODPATH designed to predict GCW induced groundw ater flow patterns, capture and
recharge zone geom etry, and circulation cell diameter. A telescoping grid w ith the GCW
at the center allow ed for faster computing tim es while preserving im portant detail, but
was not applied w hen m ultiple wells were considered. It was determ ined th at the model
could be used to design a pilot study at one contam inated site and to locate optim al
positions for m onitoring w ells nearby. The paper also cited the need for m ore analysis o f
the vertical flow found in the circulation cell around a GCW .
Philip and W alter (1992) simulated the flow field in a hom ogenous, vertically
anisotropic confined aquifer using a semi-analytical approach. U sing equations described
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in the paper, they com pared numerical and analytical pathlines. T heir diagram s show a
three-dim ensional representation o f capture zones around a vertical circulation well, as
well as the variation o f capture zones w ith varying anisotropic ratios. They also
dem onstrated the effects o f varying well screen lengths and intervals on capture zone
size. The m ethod was then used to model rem ediation designs w ith m ultiple vertical
circulation wells.
N um erical m odeling does have its limits. Predicting the three-dim ensional flow is
difficult, due to lim itations in computing pow er (Scholz, Stam m and Eldho, 1998). By
creating a discretization m esh using GMS (G roundw ater M odeling System s), the
challenge can be partially overcom e. However, for accurate predictions near the screened
sections, the m esh m ust be as fine vertically as horizontally.
Form an (2000) used a M ODPATH and M OD FLO W sim ulation to design a pilot
well at the A berdeen Proving Ground. The model was then calibrated using data from
the GCW. The model compared favorably to the data, but aquifer heterogeneities caused
asym m etry in the areas o f influence.
M odeling efforts have typically assumed horizontal uniform , vertically
anisotropic aquifers (Zlotnik, 1996) a condition that does not often exist in nature. The
sim plifying assum ptions necessary to currently model a GCW have the potential to
interfere w ith the accuracy o f the recharge zone analysis. Peursem , Zlotnik, and Ledder
(1999) also address a uniform anisotropic aquifer in their study on the effect o f disturbed
soil around a well annulus and its relation to flow geom etry and travel tim es. These
apply prim arily to considerations o f GCW spacing, and the report notes that horizontal
im perm eable boundaries reduce the radial extent o f flow stream lines.

2.1.10 A dvantages and Disadvantages to GCW s. A ll treatm ent technologies have
problem s associated w ith their use. If a technology is to be successful in any given
situation, the advantages must be greater than the disadvantages. The advantages o f a
GCW are sum m arized below:
•

G roundw ater does not leave the subsurface. The in situ rem ediation means no
surface level infiltration galleries, reinjection wells, above ground airstrippers, and storage tanks are necessary (A llm on, 1999). M echanical pum p
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G C W s can be installed above grade if desired, due to an EPA mem orandum
perm itting w ater injection w hen in situ treatm ent is used (Elmore and Graff,

2002).
•

W ater disposal is not necessary. This makes a G CW inherently resource
conservative and does not deplete the aquifer (Elm ore and Graff, 2002). The
system s have little effect on the groundw ater level, ideal for use in sensitive
areas like w etlands (Allmon, 1999).

•

M aintenance is easier than other systems. There are no m oving parts beneath
the ground surface (M iller and Roote, 1997). For som e airlift configurations,
only an air pump is necessary. O ther configurations require only small scale
treatm ent units accessible from the ground surface or sm all sheds to house
treatm ent systems.

The disadvantages o f a GCW are primarily associated w ith well fouling and
aquifer anisotropy. Below is a summary o f the disadvantages:
•

G C W s cannot w ork effectively in soils w ith very low or very high
anisotropies. This prevents vertical circulation (A llm on, 1999).

•

Chem ical precipitates m ay form and clog well screens (M iller and Roote,
1997). This can be caused by a pH increase and/or changes in redox
potential that affect the chem ical balance o f the aquifer (Allm on, 1999).
This effect w as counter-balanced in one pilot project by adding
hydrochloric acid to the inflow stream (Elm ore an d Graff, 2002).

•

I f not properly designed or applied inappropriately, the plum e may be
spread beyond the radius o f influence o f the G C W (M iller and Roote,
1997). Short circuiting o f the well can also occur i f recharge w ater finds a
flow path along the well bore to the extraction interval (A llm on, 1999).

•

Pilot studies at individual sites are usually necessary to design a full-scale
treatm ent plan.
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2.1.11 Focused R em ediation w ith GCW s. Focused rem ediation coupling a GCW
and a pum ping well is a new concept, thus little data exists in the literature to
dem onstrate its feasibility. Previous pilot studies have focused on using G C W s to
remediate part o f a plum e by reducing the concentrations o f contam inants at hotspots
w ithin a site (USEPA, 1998). M ost o f the pilot studies address the application on GCW s
and not the m odeling or theoretical basis for the systems.
G roundw ater investigators have been researching the im pact o f heterogeneous
physical phenom ena on groundw ater flow and mass transport for m ore than 30 years.
This existing stochastic w ork focuses on physical properties o f aquifers such as hydraulic
conductivity that are inherently heterogeneous as a result o f the geologic variability.
Stochastic analysis has been applied to groundw ater flow and m ass transport under both
natural conditions and stressed aquifer conditions w hich result from rem edial actions
designed to remove contam ination from the aquifer. H ow ever, the im pact o f random
operation periods on groundw ater remedial action effectiveness has not been analyzed.
Domestic w ells operate only at peak times or random ly during the day, and the effects o f
their non-constant operation on the GCW /domestic well com bination are unknown.

2.1.12 Sum m ary o f G C W Literature Review. G roundw ater circulation wells
provide an alternative to traditional pump and treat rem ediation systems. Instead o f
rem oving w ater from the ground, treating it, and discharging it to a local w ater shed,
GCW s allow for the in situ treatment o f groundwater. They have several advantages
including aquifer conservation and lower energy costs, and bypass the regulatory hurdles
o f reinjection wells. G CW configurations either bring w ater to a treatm ent unit or strip it
w ithin the well itself. They are useful for a variety o f contam inants including VOCs,
sem i-VOCs, petroleum products, inorganics, and radionuclides. R em ediation o f NAPLs
generally should be avoided. M odifications to the basic GCW designs can include the
introduction o f surfactants or nutrients or can include a GAC colum n or bioreactor.
A n ideal site for a GCW w ill have well studied hydrogeologic properties. These
should include hydraulic conductivity anisotropy ratios betw een 3 and 10, low
background flow, and a low possibility for fouling (low m agnesium , calcium , and iron
levels).
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G roundw ater flow patterns depend on the velocity o f background flow and
the configuration o f the GCW recharge/extraction intervals. Capture zone analysis is
important in aquifers w ith significant regional groundw ater flow. Physical m odels, such
as ones constructed in sandboxes, can be used to confirm the results o f num erical models.
Numerical m odels should be run before the construction o f a G C W in order to determine
the feasibility o f rem ediation using it. A pilot study should be conducted before the
design and construction o f a full scale GCW rem ediation project.
G CW s have drawbacks in certain situations and cannot be used
everywhere. H ow ever, their ease o f maintenance, resource conservation, and cost
effectiveness can m ake them a very attractive alternative in m any situations.

2.2

PO INT O F U SE/PO IN T OF ENTRY DEVICES AND EFFEC TIV EN ESS
Small com m unity w ater systems face a challenge w hen the w ater they

provide to custom ers no longer meets federal regulations. B uilding a new treatm ent
plant, m odifying an existing one, or finding a new source o f w ater is not alw ays possible,
and is often cost prohibitive. B ut as more aquifers are found to b e contam inated, this
situation w ill becom e increasingly more common. In fact, two thirds o f all Superfund
actions address contam inated drinking w ater (Bianchin, 1987). O ne possible solution to
this problem is to treat the w ater directly at the tap or upon entry into the consum er’s
home. Point-of-Use (POU) and Point-of-Entry (POE) systems can remove contam inants
before hum an exposure and are usually cost effective for w ater system s that provide for
less than 500 people. PO U /POE are self contained, small scale treatm ent units designed
for home use. Point-of-use units treat w ater at the faucet or tap. Point-of-entry units
treat w ater as com es enters the home through the w ater main. T he following section will
detail the history and rationale for using POE/POU devices, sum m arize the technology
and regulations involved, and address issues o f consum er acceptance o f the units and cost
effectiveness.
PO E/PO U devices are important to study because focused rem ediation systems
are intended to elim inate the need for them. A G CW /dom estic w ell system w ould work
in m uch the same m anner as a POE system, w ith one exception. Instead o f treating the
groundw ater at the point where it enters a house, it is instead treated in situ , at the point
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where it enters the well. This could eliminate drawbacks such as negative public
perception. GCW treatm ent may also be more cost effective and m ay be able to treat
multiple dom estic wells. Additionally, m aintenance on a GCW w ould not require access
to a house, and a GCW w ould not invite tampering by residents. The GCW could not be
by-passed and thus w ould remain effective in treating groundwater.
The m ethods o f treating water, such as reverse osmosis, are sim ilar in GCW s and
POE/POUs. GCW s m ust be able to treat groundwater on location, and not rely on
transporting it to a central treatm ent plant. In this respect, they resem ble point-of-use
systems. A small treatm ent unit m ust be used; it needs to be scaled to treat a smaller
amount o f water.

2.2.1

Technology and Regulatory Overview. PO E/PO U systems attem pt to

duplicate large treatm ents plants at a much sm aller scale. A POE attaches to the main
household inlet and treats all o f the water flowing through it, like a w ater softener. A
POU device treats only the water produced by a single tap. For instance, in a bathroom,
the w ater flow ing from the sink m ay be treated, but not that in the shower.
N um erous types o f POE/POU technologies have been shown to be effective in
reducing contam inants in drinking water. These are: particulate filters, absorptive filters,
reverse osm osis, ion exchange, distillation, air stripping, and ultraviolet exposure. O f
these, granular activated carbon filters, reverse osmosis, and distillation or combinations
o f any o f the three are the most com m on methods (Van Dyke, 1989). Each is capable o f
rem oving different types o f contaminants. Table 2.1 dem onstrates w hat each is capable
o f treating and its features.
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Table 2.1 POE/POU Technologies (A fter V anD yke, 1989)
Granular

D istilla
Reverse O sm osis
tion

A ctivated Carbon
Synthetic
Partial to
Organic Com pound
and Pesticide

Partial,

Can provide
com plete removal

depending on

possible

contam inants

com plete removal

Removal
Volatile

Can reduce
Partial

Organic Com pound

all to below SDW A

Removal

limits

Partial
to poor

W ater

Storage tank

Storag

On demand
Availability

e tank limited

limited
Good on

Best

inorganics and organics,

Inorga

Organics
A pplications

but not com plete for

nics

either

W hile PO E/PO U devices can be effective in treating contam inated w ater, and are
often used, the U SEPA does not consider them a “best available technology.” Best
Available Technology designation means that a technique is econom ical and proven
under field conditions (Lykins et al., 1993). This preferred status is not granted to POEs
because they are often difficult to m onitor and not affordable by large systems.
Additionally, PO U s are “not considered acceptable m eans o f M C L [m axim um
contam inant level] com pliance because they do not treat all household w ater...PO U
devices only treat w ater at an individual tap and therefore raise the possibility o f potential
exposure at untreated taps and do not treat contam inants introduced by showers and
dermal contact,” according to one report (Lykins, et al 1993). Since POU devices treat
only one tap, they cannot protect users from potential exposure at other, untreated taps,
making them especially inappropriate for treating volatile contam inants.
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A nother concern for POE/POU systems is maintenance. G ranular activated
carbon and reverse osm osis units need cartridge and m em brane replacem ents, and if these
are not done on tim e and correctly, residents can be exposed to contam inated w ater
accidentally. Curious users can also be destructive. “A nother problem that is an inherent
part o f POU treatm ent is do-it-yourself plumbers. It is an irresistible urge for some
people to tam per with or try to fix the units them self since the unit is located in an
accessible part o f the hom e (Rogers, 1987).”
Despite these problem s, the USEPA determ ined that POE units were acceptable
as long-term treatm ent strategies for small com m unity w ater supplies. POU devices,
however, w ere not approved for long-term use, but w ere considered equivalent to bottled
w ater as an immediate removal action (Clark, 1987). The USEPA also m ade several
stipulations for POE w ater treatment: public w ater system s were responsible for
operating and m aintaining them, developm ent and im plem entation o f a m onitoring plan
was essential, rigorous engineering design was required, and to ensure microbiological
safety, post GAC contact disinfection had to occur (Lykins et al., 1992).
PO E/PO U systems have even been used on Superfund sites in cases where they
were the cheapest and m ost feasible alternatives. In a case study o f the B yon Johnson
Salvage Y ard site, B ianchin (1987) reports that three alternatives w ere w eighed,
explained in Table 2.2. Alternative three w ith the POE option was chosen.

Table 2.2 Alternatives for Replacem ent W ater Supplies
A lternative 1: M unicipal Facility

$900,000; 2-3 year im plem entation time

A lternative 2: Bottled w ater

$91,150, but not used for bathing or
washing

A lternative 3: W ell w ater treated with
granular activated carbon

$26,000 POU
$115,000 POE; 2-3 m onth
im plem entation
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2.2.2

Consum er Acceptability. Despite USEPA approval and N SF certification,

some consum ers are reluctant to accept at home w ater treatment. V ery little published
information is available on consum er reaction to POE/POU used in rem ediation and
compliance efforts; only a nominal am ount can be found in the literature, and only in
small anecdotes associated w ith technical reports. W hile docum enting a com m unity
dem onstration o f PO E systems in a small community in N ew M exico, Rogers (1987)
explains:
A few reluctant villagers did not want the units installed in their homes.
The prim ary reason given was that they did not think they needed
them ...the reluctant few were inevitably persuaded...there are still a few
people in the com m unity who did not drink the w ater from the RO
[reverse osm osis] units. They say they did not like the taste o f the treated
w ater and are either getting water elsewhere or drinking untreated
water...new members o f the community must be indoctrinated into the
system and existing users must be reminded periodically o f their
responsibilities...O n the whole, community reception to the units has been
positive. M ost villagers like the taste o f the treated water.
Even though there is not much documented evidence, anecdotes from
professionals in the field support this claim. W hile no contam inants are detected, certain
users com plain that they do not like the taste o f the treated water. One possibility is that
the w ater does indeed contain trace amounts o f contam inants, but that they are not
detectable to instrum ents and the complainants are more sensitive than most to their
presence. Karl V an Dyke (1989), explained:
Since many o f the reported cases o f groundw ater contam ination are
initiated by com plaints o f odor, a separate odor evaluation was carried out.
It w as determ ined that some people can detect the presence o f 1 ppb o f a
gasoline/kerosene m ix in water, although a higher concentration is
necessary for identification o f the odor. This is well below the detection
lim it o f 0.4 parts per m illion (ppm) for the instrum ental m ethod.
It should be noted that in this instance, the PO U being tested w ith this method
could remove the mixture to below instrumental detection levels, although the particular
instrumental m ethod was not listed.
Perhaps the real problem is not the use o f PO E/POU devices, but w ith the general
concern the public expresses over the safety o f tap w ater in general. It is estim ated that
5.5 m illion people in the US do not believe their tap w ater is safe. A survey conducted
by the M etropolitan W ater District o f Southern California showed that 40 percent o f
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respondents use bottled w ater and 13 percent use a hom e treatm ent device (Yoo, 1987).
It follows that if people are reluctant to trust w ater treated at a central plant, they will be
even more hesitant to drink water only treated with a PO E/POU unit.
W hile point-of-use and point-of-entry devices are effective treatm ents for water
contam inated by a variety o f chemicals, regulatory standards state that POUs can only
temporarily be used and that POEs are not preferred to central treatm ent systems. The
main concerns w ith PO E/POU systems center around the responsibility placed on the
consumer to take care o f the device, namely to report problem s and allow m aintenance
workers access to the systems. Consumers can also be reluctant to drink w ater processed
with POE/POU devices, worrying about drinking chem icals or sim ply disliking the taste.
Focused rem ediation may elim inate these problems.

2.3

STO CH ASTIC ANALYSIS
Stochastic analysis is the assessment o f the outcom e o f any given problem based

on its probability o f occurring. Stochastic analysis has applications in the m odeling o f
numerous natural phenomena. Practitioners in fields as diverse as nuclear engineering
and geology use stochastic analysis concepts. G roundw ater rem ediation is one field
which regularly uses stochastic analysis.

2.3.1

O verview of Previous Research. Freeze is credited as one o f the earlier

developers o f stochastic analysis for use in m odeling groundw ater flow. In his 1975
paper, he used frequency distributions to define hydraulic conductivity, compressibility,
and porosity. H e used these to model one-dimensional groundw ater flow in a nonuniform hom ogenous m edia and presented the equations used to arrive at the
calculations. Since then, num erous papers have reported the use and developm ent o f
stochastic analysis for groundw ater modeling.
G roundw ater m odeling has traditionally been determ inistic in nature. A
deterministic approach functions on the idea that groundwater system s are predictable.
However, geological materials and groundwater m ovem ent rarely conform to that ideal.
Instead, variations in hydraulic conductivity and dispersion are m ore related to random
chance than our estimates (Lehr, 1991).
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Two types o f uncertainties exist which cause discrepancies betw een true and
estim ated geologic parameters. M odel uncertainty is caused by th e m odel not matching
reality, but only being a best estimate. Param eter uncertainty occurs w hen there is too
little data to use in the construction o f a model and some data m ust be estim ated (Sen,
1999). Field m easurem ents, like boreholes, show local inform ation, but leave large gaps
in data (M cLaughlin et al., 1993).
This uncertainty is not only true for geologic param eters, but can be applied to
problem s o f m ass transport. Several factors m ake the transport o f contam inants difficult
to determ ine (M cLaughlin et al., 1993):
•

The subsurface environm ent is very heterogeneous; geological
properties vary dram atically over space and recharge can vary over
both space and time.

•

Hydrogeological properties and contam inant concentrations are
expensive to measure and can, for the m ost part, only be observed
at scattered wells or boreholes.

•

It is frequently difficult to determ ine the location and com position
o f the source o f contam ination.

2.3.2

Stochastic Analysis for Capture Zones. Several recent papers have used

stochastic analysis for the prediction o f the location and extent o f well capture zones.
Van Leeuwen, Stroet, Butler, and Tompkins have published two papers addressing the
topic. The first (1998), established a method o f using transm issivity (T) as a random
space function w ith the M onte Carlo approach to find the probability distribution o f the
capture zones. The capture zone probability distribution (CA PD ) was obtained by
compiling the results o f the M onte Carlo simulations. In the sim ulations, values o f T
were predicted using a random field, and then were run through a determ inistic model.
The approach w as tested to m odel a confined aquifer and a leaky confined aquifer.
Their second paper (1999) dem onstrated the advantages o f stochastic m odeling over
determ inistic modeling. A lthough they required considerably higher am ounts o f
com putational pow er, the stochastic models had several advantages:
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•

Revealed the uncertainty associated w ith a heterogeneous clay layer above
the aquifer in question which m ay have interfered w ith capture zone
calculations.

•

Preserved the discontinuous nature o f the clay layer instead o f depicting it
as an alm ost completely confining layer.

•

D id not rely on the use o f extensive am ounts o f data, and thus allowed for
accurate m odels despite some uncertainties or data unavailability.

In another recent paper, Festger and W alter present a new m ethod o f defining
determ inistic capture zones (2002). The Capture Efficiency M ap (CEM ) approach was
used to evaluate the effect o f time variations in the surrounding hydraulic gradients. They
also present a discussion o f the effects o f temporal variation in groundw ater:
The effect o f tem poral changes in ground w ater flow on a w ell’s
capture zone depends on a number o f site-specific factors
including hydraulic properties o f the aquifer, m agnitude and
frequency o f the changes in hydraulic gradient, operation history o f
the well, and m obility o f contaminants. These transient effects can
be particularly important in aquifers w ith fluctuating surface w ater
boundaries and seasonally variable pum ping schedules.
The CEM is a contour map; each contour represents different capture efficiency.
Particles are released from a certain point on the grid. I f all the particles are captured by
the well, that point represents a zone o f 100 percent capture efficiency. I f 20 particles out
o f 100 are captured, then that point is in the 20 percent capture efficiency zone. The
points are then contoured to produce the map. At the outer contour, zero percent o f the
particles are captured. The inner m ost contour and the points contained w ithin it are in
the 100 percent capture zone.
The CEM m ethod uses a program called Trans_PT2 to m odel the flow. Overall,
transient variations w ere found to increase the size o f the 100 percent capture zone when
com pared to predicted steady state models. This, how ever, was only tested for variations
in background hydraulic gradient and not variations in pum ping tim es.
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3.

3.1

GENERAL OBJECTIVES AND GOALS

PROBLEM STATEMENT
A GCW focused remediation system may be a viable alternative for the treatment

of groundwater. However, no tests of such systems have ever been conducted. Before a
bench or field scale trial can take place, preliminary data on the feasibility of using such a
system should be established. For this project, a model o f the GCW focused remediation
system will be developed using packaged groundwater modeling software and a
previously developed GCW model (Elmore and DeAngelis, in print). Answers to the
following questions were attempted using the modified model:
Can a GCW system be designed to treat the transient aquifer capture zone created
by the operation o f a typical domestic water supply well? The size o f the capture zone of
the domestic well will determine the optimum size for the GCW. Most domestic wells
are low capacity and do not run at high flow rates. A standard GCW may operate at a
higher flow rate then necessary to accommodate a domestic well. What size GCW is
most efficient for this application? Can the flow rate o f the GCW be reduced without
affecting the removed contaminant concentrations?
Will temporal variability in domestic well operation affect the use o f a focused
remediation system? Domestic wells do not pump groundwater continuously, but instead
operate on demand. The inconstant operation may have an effect on the performance of a
GCW. If it does, how can the effect be quantified and accounted for when designing a
focused remediation system?
How can stochastic analysis be used to quantify the uncertainty o f GCW
performance predictions? Since the determination of capture zone area is essential to the
analysis o f GCW performance, stochastic analysis should focus on this aspect. Two
independent random variables will exist: hydraulic conductivity and domestic well
operation. A Monte Carlo analysis should be able to determine the location of 100
percent capture.
All three objectives constituted original research. No documentation exists on the
coupling o f GCWs and domestic wells for focused remediation. Stochastic analysis has
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been applied to GCW perform ance prediction, however, not w ith respect to tem poral
variability. A lso, very few m odels o f groundwater flow account for the transient nature
o f dom estic well operation.

3.2

R EFERENCE TO PUBLICATIO N TH ESIS OPTION
The next section o f this thesis has been prepared in order to subm it it for

publication in the journal Environmental and Engineering G eoscience. For more
information, please see page iii.
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NUM ERICAL M O D ELIN G OF A FO CUSED R EM E D IA T IO N SY STEM USING
A G R O U N D W A TER CIR C U LA TIO N W ELL

G retchen R. M iller1, Andrew Curtis Elm ore2

K EY TERM S
G roundw ater C irculation W ells. Environmental Geology, Stochastic M odeling, Pollution,
Rem ediation, H ydrogeology
ABSTRACT
G roundw ater circulation wells (GCW s) allow for the in situ treatm ent o f
contam inated w ater resources. Focused rem ediation w ith a G CW could be used to treat
groundw ater before it enters an existing dom estic well already in use. G C W s have been
installed at the form er N ebraska Ordnance Plant; the m odel originally developed for these
was slightly m odified and used to perform a feasibility study o f a focused rem ediation
system.
If the focused rem ediation system w orks properly, the capture zone o f the
dom estic well should be w ithin the recharge zone o f the GCW . D eterm inistic modeling
with capture zone analysis indicated that a GCW installed on the site should be placed at
least 100 ft. directly up-gradient o f an existing dom estic well. A deviation o f up to 25 ft.
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2 University of Missouri-Rolla, Department of Geological Engineering, 129 McNutt Hall, 1870 Miner
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off-center o f the hydraulic gradient may be permissible. A GCW flow rate o f 25 to 50
gpm would provide a sufficiently large recharge zone.
Stochastic analysis indicated that the system was sensitive to horizontally variable
hydraulic conductivity. The m axim um capture areas o f the wells expanded in size when
modeled stochastically. Particles in some areas up-gradient o f the G C W had a less than 1
percent probability o f capture by the domestic well; all other particles that the domestic
well captured had a greater than 90 percent probability o f coming from the GCW .
Transient simulations determined that tem poral variations in dom estic well flow rates
caused cyclic fluctuations o f its capture zones.
M odeling results indicate that a GCW focused rem ediation system could be a
feasible w ater supply replacem ent alternative.
INTRODUCTION
G roundw ater circulation w ells (GCW s) represent a fairly new developm ent in the
arsenal o f available m ethods for environm ental remediation. In some instances, GCWs
can com pletely replace the traditional “pum p-and-treat” methods for groundw ater
remediation. Instead o f removing w ater from an aquifer, transporting it to a centralized
treatm ent plant, and discharging it to a nearby stream, G CW s allow for treatm ent at the
well head. G roundw ater is extracted at the well from a specified interval and treated by
an air stripper, UV light, or other appropriate method. It is then replaced into the ground
through the same well at a separate interval. GCW s are efficient and practical
rem ediation alternatives, which require far less infrastructure to treat the same amount o f
groundwater. Additionally, they preserve a valuable resource by keeping groundwater in
an aquifer. GCW s can treat volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and have also been
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demonstrated for the rem ediation o f non-volatile organics, like the explosive com pound
called “RD X .”
GCW s, first and foremost, are an effective groundw ater contam inant treatm ent
device. They reduce the need for large scale treatm ent systems and are used to reduce the
contam inant mass w ithin the aquifer. They can be constructed m ore quickly than
traditional pum p-and-treat systems, acting as an initial rem oval action until the final
remedial action can be determined. Contam inant mass rem oval is their prim ary function,
and they have been successfully used to rem ediate hotspots (U SEPA , 1998).

However,

these system s may also have an additional, unexpected benefit: the ability to eliminate
contam ination w ithin a selected target area. This characteristic could be very beneficial
in areas where GCW s are placed, if they are placed selectively.
W hen a groundw ater contam inant is found, the rem edy often focuses on
containing and elim inating contam ination in the aquifer. This process can take decades
or centuries using conventional pump-and-treat methods. In the m eantim e, residents o f
the area who rely on w ater supply wells located w ithin the contam inated zone find
themselves at a loss. This is especially true for rural areas that are w ithout centralized
water treatm ent facilities. Often, they m ust rely upon inconvenient bottled water, high
maintenance point-of-use treatment, or municipal w ater systems w hich are expensive to
construct.
Rem ediation techniques that allow for immediate groundw ater use from
established wells may improve the situation. GCW s could be used for such purposes.
Focused rem ediation using G CW s to provide drinking w ater to nearby dom estic wells
should be studied. A GCW could be placed immediately up gradient o f a dom estic well
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and treat a contam inant plum e as it approaches the well. Figure 1 show s a conceptual
draw ing o f the systems design. W hile the prim ary purpose o f a G CW w ould be to
contribute to the rem ediation o f the entire aquifer, strategic placem ent could also
imm ediately benefit the user o f the nearby domestic well.
G CW s have several advantages over other in situ rem ediation techniques that
allow them to be more useful for th is type o f application. Their m ain advantage is that
they treat w ater quickly and do not need long time spans to start being effective.
M ethods such as biorem ediation are not effective as quickly because they require several
steps during the degradation o f the target contaminant. For instance, w hen TCE
undergoes biodegradation, it has vinyl chloride as an interm ediate, w hich is more toxic
than TCE. However, a GCW removes TCE through volatilization, elim inating the entire
com pound from the groundwater immediately.
M ODELED SITE
The form er N ebraska Ordnance Plant provided the basis for the model. This
Superfund site near M ead, N ebraska currently hosts tw o GCW s, used to rem ediate TCE
and RDX contam ination. Elmore and D eAngelis (in print) develop, calibrated, and
verified a m odel for each o f the GCW s; a detailed description o f the TCE rem ediation
system m odeling can be found in their paper. The sim ulations used the U nited States
Geological Survey’s M odular Three-Dimensional Finite D ifference G roundw ater Flow
M odel (M ODFLOW ) to predict th e flow field (H arbaugh et al., 2000).
The site itself is located in glacial-fluvial deposits. The unconsolidated
Pleistocene deposits, consisting m ostly o f fine to m edium sand and gravel, are covered by
loess and are underlain by Cretaceous shale and sandstone. In places, silt and clay seams
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separate the sand and gravel layers into upper and low er units. The m odel itse lf is
divided into 13 layers, representing layers o f glacial-fluvial m aterials. Table 1 lists the
properties o f the layer models.
The G C W m odel was m odified to incorporate a focused rem ediation system . The
original m odel supported a telescoping grid in order to m ake cells around the G CW finely
spaced w hile areas near the edges had m uch larger cells. This schem e saved com puter
sim ulation tim e w hile perm itting the area o f interest to be studied in m ore detail. In order
to accom m odate the addition o f a well to the m odel, a second telescoping point was
created around the dom estic well. M odeling the focused rem ediation system w ithout the
telescoping feature yielded poor results; pathlines took dram atic turns and capture zones
became square in appearance.
The m odeled dom estic well was set to operate at 10 gpm, o r 1983 ft /day. This
was the m axim um flow capacity that a large family in a rural area w ould need, provided
they did not use their well for agricultural purposes. Table 2 lists other param eters that
rem ained constant during modeling.
M ETH O D S AND PR O C ED U R ES
The m ain concern w ith this focused rem ediation system is the ability to ensure
that the w ater a dom estic well receives w ill not have concentrations o f the chem ical o f
concern that are above the regulatory limits. I f it does, then the system has been
unsuccessful. Capture zone analysis provides one option for determ ining the success o f
the system w ithout relying extensive data on contam inant concentrations. A ccording to
the capture zone theory presented by Javendel and Tsang (1986), a well will only draw
from the volum e o f w ater w ithin its capture zone. As a result, capture zones are
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conventional tools for the analysis o f remediation projects. Elmore and Heilm an (2001)
successfully applied the theory to predict capture zones and recharge zones from a GCW.
Due to the influence o f vertical flow, groundwater circulation w ells have capture zones
(and recharge zones) that vary from layer to layer.
This study uses capture zone analysis to investigate the feasibility o f the use o f
focused rem ediation systems. Demonstrating that the capture zone o f the dom estic well
is w ithin the recharge zone o f the GCW is a critical part in determ ining if focused
rem ediation can be successfully used. Figure 2 illustrates these zones. If the theory
holds true, then m ixing between treated w ater w ithin the capture zone and untreated
w ater should not occur. In order to delineate the capture and recharge zones for the
m odeled G CW and the capture zone for the dom estic w ell, the com puter code
M ODPATH was used (Pollock, 1994). M ODPATH uses the flow fields generated by
M ODFLOW to calculate the pathlines and travel tim es o f particles placed as markers
throughout the system. Two post-processors were used: Visual M O D FLO W and
G roundw ater Vistas.
Two form s o f m odeling w ere used: determ inistic and stochastic. Deterministic
modeling w as used to locate the position and flow rate for the GCW . The stochastic
models relied on M onte Carlo analysis to create probability based capture zones. For
these, the hydraulic conductivity w as the random variable.
The tem poral variability o f domestic well pum ping may also affect the
perform ance o f the system. A domestic well may pum p at an average rate o f 10 gpm, but
it does not do so constantly. Instead, it pum ps groundw ater into a storage tank at or near
the surface. W hen the tank is full, the pump stops operating, and does not resum e
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operation until the tank falls below a specified pressure (Driscoll, 1986). The flow
alternates betw een 0 gpm and 10 gpm, and the flow at any given tim e is determ ined by
household w ater use patterns. This study examined two patterns th at m ay affect the
system over time, and which are detailed later. A lthough the variations in tim e could be
modeled stochastically using a random function, transient, determ inistic modeling
methods were used instead. Software to stochastically model transient flow is not yet
commercially available.
The m odel was calibrated in the previous studies using data from the site it was
designed to simulate. However, the potential for comparing the m odified model to an
actual GCW focused rem ediation system is limited because no such system exists yet.
M odeling them can dem onstrate their usefulness and can be used to design pilot systems.
DETERM INISTIC M ODELING
Table 3 lists the parameters that were varied during the determ inistic m odeling
experiments. W hile the GCW flow is highly dependent on the pum ping rates w hich an
aquifer can support, it is also important to adjust the G CW flow rate to be compatible
with the domestic well. Too low o f a flow rate and particles will bypass the GCW and
enter the dom estic well. However, costs can be reduced by selecting a GCW pumping
rate no larger than necessary.
To determ ine the ideal flow rates, 120 particles w ere added to model layers 9 and
10. The flow rate for the GCW was then varied from 10 gpm to 90 gpm at 10 gpm
intervals. The dom estic well rate remained constant at 10 gpm. For each flow rate, the
number o f particles entering the domestic well was determined. A factor o f safety (FS)
was computed for each rate by dividing the number o f particles total, 120, by the num ber
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o f particles captured. The FS could not be applied to any sim ulations w here particles not
originating from the G CW were captured by the dom estic well.
At 10 gpm, the circulation zone o f the GCW was disturbed by the regional
groundw ater flow, indicating that the pum ping rate was not high enough. Particles went
around the GCW and directly to the domestic well. At 20 gpm, the G C W flow was
strong enough to sustain vertical flow and prevent untreated particles from reaching the
domestic w ell, but the FS was low at 1.15. A n increase to 30 gpm raised the factor o f
safety by 15 percent. A s the flow rate increased, the FS gains decreased. A t 50 gpm, the
domestic well captured 77 particles for an FS o f 1.56. Between 20 and 50 gpm, the FS
increased by 35 percent. Between 50 gpm and 80 gpm, the FS increased by 18 percent.
This indicates tw o significant factors. A s the flow rates increased, the gains in the factor
o f safety began to wane. Thus, over-sizing the GCW by increasing the flow rate is not
the answer to increasing the safety o f the system; carefully selecting the flow rate is more
important. The ideal flow rate depends on the designer’s tolerance fo r risk. Figure 3
shows an overlay o f the maximum capture zones for a G CW focused rem ediation system
running at 50 gpm. Figure 4 shows the relationship betw een the FS and the flow rate.
The location o f the dom estic well is predeterm ined, but the placem ent o f the
G CW can vary. A lthough there is probably an ideal location for a G CW , physical
obstacles may or property issues m ay influence the location process. The tolerance for
placem ent discrepancies was m easured by varying the location o f the GCW in relation to
the domestic well.
In the first set o f tests, the GCW was placed directly up-gradient o f the domestic
well, and the distance between the two was altered. G C W s generate a zone o f vertical
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recirculation; if the w ells were too close, this zone w ould be disturbed, and not fully
treated w ater m ay be captured by the domestic well. For this m odel, the zone o f
recirculation had a radius o f slightly less than 100 ft. Past 100 ft., the vertical flow
influenced nearby particles, but these particles w ere not recirculated. A t a distance o f
150 ft., particle tracing indicated that the wells did not interact.
D uring installation, the G CW may have to be placed at a location that forces the
wells not to be in line w ith the direction o f groundw ater flow. The offset may also be the
result o f poor surveying, too little data about the local groundw ater gradient, o r the
influence o f nearby wells. To test the effect o f a m isplaced G CW , the y-coordinate o f
wells and flow rates w ere held constant while the x-coordinates w ere varied. (Ycoordinates w ere in the direction o f regional groundw ater flow.) The tolerance o f the
system for an offset w as found to be low. W hile offsets o f up to 50 ft. could be
accommodated, they resulted in factors o f safety as low as 1.04. Past 50 ft., the domestic
well began to capture untreated water. To com pensate, the G CW flow rates were
increased, w hich m arginally helped.
The follow ing equation (Fetter, 2001) calculates the expected capture zones for a
well:
Ymax = ±

.
K-b-i
Q represents the pum ping rate. K represents the hydraulic conductivity. The
regional hydraulic gradient is represented by i, and b represents the saturated thickness o f
the aquifer. A variation o f this equation (Fetter, 2001) finds the stagnation point:

2*71 -K-b-i
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These equations are know n to be valid when the D upuit assum ptions hold (Fetter,
2001). The D upuit assum ptions state that at a point a sm all finite distance aw ay from a
well, all flow is essentially horizontal. Since the flow up to around 90 ft. aw ay from the
GCW is vertical, these equations could not necessarily be relied upon to predict the
capture zone around a GCW . Elmore and Heilm an (2001) m odified the equation to suit
application to a GCW by using a factor o f safety. The flow into the dom estic well was
expected to follow the D upuit assumptions. However, the results indicated that the GCW
influenced the dom estic well capture zone; the dom estic well captured particles from
m ultiple layers outside o f its screened interval. A com parison betw een the m odeled
capture and recharge zone values and the calculated values can be found in Table 4. The
calculated values are all w ithin 21 percent o f the m odeled values. I f the analytical widths
were to be m odeled by a factor o f safety, as in Elmore and H eilm an (2001), they would
likely be m uch closer.
STOCHASTIC M O DELING
H ydraulic conductivity w as assigned as the random variable in the M onte Carlo
analysis. A previously developed com puter code generated the fields; how ever, the
publicly available software GSLIB (Deutsch and Joum el, 1998) could easily have
replaced this. The layers varied based on the m ean calculated K values used for the
determ inistic m odeling. Layers 1 ,1 1 , and 13 were not random ly varied because o f their
nature as low perm eability layers. The standard deviation and correlation length were
also needed to generate the random fields. The lognorm al standard deviation, 0.949
ln(ft/d), w as calculated using hydraulic conductivity data m easured across the site. A
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correlation length o f 800 ft. was taken from Elmore and C ontractor (1997); that value,
specific to glacial-fluvial deposits, comes from an extensive review o f literature.
The pre- and post-processor, Stochastic G roundw ater V istas, organized the data
for input into Stochastic M ODFLOW and Stochastic M ODPATH. These program s use
the basic USGS codes, but are modified to run m ultiple realizations. The results from
Stochastic M OD PA TH were used to generate a capture probability map for each
simulation. The num ber o f realizations in each M onte Carlo analysis increased until
they yielded consistent results. The final model used 999 realizations and com pared well
with the previous m odel with 900 realizations. It also m atched another sim ulation with
999 realizations, but a different set o f random fields. The differences betw een capture
probability m aps from these simulations were consistently less than 0.007 at the fringes
o f the capture zone, w hich translates to a 0.7 percent probability difference. This
difference, over a span o f less than 2 ft. for the dom estic w ell, is not significant. A
slightly greater chance, less than 1 percent, that the capture zone could be 2 ft. w ider will
not likely influence the engineering design or final rem ediation decision.
The ideal set o f variables found in the determ inistic m odeling w as transferred into
a stochastic model. The GCW was set to run at 25 gpm, 200 feet directly up-gradient
from the dom estic well. The GCW extraction interval was located in layer 6; it recharged
into layer 9 and 10. The domestic well ran at a rate o f 10 gpm and was screened into
layer 10.
In order to stochastically model the recharge zone, the m odeled GCW flow
needed to be reversed. The existing software does not allow the direct m odeling o f the
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recharge zone. The recharge needed to be m odeled as a capture zone instead. The
governing equation, from A nderson (1992), is given below:
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R represents a source/sink term and can have either a positive or negative value. Ss is the
specific storage. K x, K y, and Kz are components o f the hydraulic conductivity tensor.
This indicates that the flow will rem ain consistent in each cell, but the direction will
change. Since the m odel domain is symmetrical, the zone o f recharge, norm ally downgradient o f the G CW w ill appear as a capture zone up-gradient. B ased on the governing
equation, their w idth and shape should be identical. To confirm this, the deterministic
recharge zones from both methods were compared. The determ inistic results were
identical.
The capture probability m ap generated from initial runs o f low num bers o f
realizations indicated that, at this flow rate and location, it was slightly probable that
particles from outside the recharge zone o f the GCW w ould be captured by the domestic
well. The distance betw een the w ells was lowered, and the probability o f capture for
particles outside the recharge zone decreased slightly. Increasing the flow rate o f the
G CW also had the same effect. For the final set o f sim ulations, the w ells w ere separated
by 100 ft., and the G CW operated at 50 gpm. Figures 5 and 7 show the capture
probability m aps for the GCW and the dom estic well, respectively. Figure 6 shows a
recharge probability m ap for the GCW . Table 4 shows the capture zone w idth for
particles w ith at least a 90 percent chance o f capture.
The capture probability m aps were com pared to determ inistic sim ulations with the
same param eters. Particles outside o f the determ inistic capture zones were all less than
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50 percent likely to be captured. Typically, a capture probability o f 25 percent aligned
with the determ inistic capture zone, although this varied depending on layer.
The areas w ith a 1 percent or greater probability o f capture by the domestic well
were m easured. A ll o f these w ere contained w ithin recharge probabilities o f 90 percent
or greater. They w ere also all contained w ithin the determ inistic recharge zone
boundaries. D espite attem pts to completely elim inate the problem , some particles upgradient o f the GCW still had a slight (<1 percent) chance o f being captured by the
domestic well. H ow ever, this does not m ean that the concept is n o t viable. Even if
contam inant particles are captured, they w ill likely be diluted. F or additional assurance,
design professionals could use a stochastic contam inant transport m odel to predict the
concentration o f contam inants in the domestic well influent.
M O DELING OF TIM E V A R IA BLE FLO W
A ccording to Festger and W alter (2002), tem poral changes in groundw ater can be
caused by seasonally variable pum ping schedules and recharge rates. Transient capture
zones can vary cyclically, and the effects to the aquifer m ay not be negated over time. To
model the capture zone, they created a Capture Efficiency M ap (CEM ). CEM s appear
similar to the capture probability m aps generated earlier, although they are n o t stochastic
in nature. To construct a CEM , a num ber o f “ snapshots” are taken o f the transient flow
over time. Particles are released from given points on a m ap at specified tim e steps. If
at a given point, the particle is captured in all tim e periods, the capture efficiency is
labeled as 1. If the particle is captured in h a lf the tim e periods, it is 0.5. A contour map
is generated from the efficiencies at the given points.
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Tem poral effects on a focused rem ediation system w ould be generated from the
domestic well, w hich operates sporadically throughout a given day. It also varies
seasonally; law n w atering can alm ost double dem and during the sum m er. V ickers (2001)
lists the average household water consum ption and the typical uses o f the water. From
these consum ption rates, an estim ated daily usage chart w as developed. A general
description o f the estim ates is shown in Table 5. D uring the peak use tim es, the well w ill
be operated m ore frequently in order to fill its pressure tank.
For the first set o f simulations, the effect o f seasonal dem and differences was
m easured, and the hourly variability was disregarded. It was assum ed, for exam ple, that
ten, two m inute bursts o f 10 gpm pum ping over one day w ould be equivalent to a steady
pum ping rate o f 200 gallons per day. The total volum e o f w ater used in one day was
divided by the num ber o f minutes in a day to get the average daily pum ping rate which
was significantly sm aller than the w ell’s 10 gpm capacity. This assum ption should be
valid due to the relative volumes involved. The GCW recharges 72,000 gallons o f w ater
per day, w hereas an average household uses approxim ately 700 gallons per day.
The m odel started w ith the steady state condition for the system . The model tim e
was divided into 6 tim e periods, representing a total o f three years. The dom estic well
operated at 0.469 gpm during the spring and sum m er m onths and 0.1975 gpm during the
fall and w inter months. Particles were released at the beginning o f every period. These
particles show ed two distinct capture zones, one for sum m er and one for winter. By
synchronizing the particle release with the change in flow rate, the transition period
between the tw o was not readily apparent. Particles w ere started five days before the
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flow rate switch to allow for travel time to the w ell; the transition betw een the capture
zone widths was then visible and occurred over a period o f several days.
The small flow rates in the first set o f sim ulations allow ed for quick transition
times. A nother set o f sim ulations was conducted to ascertain if a sim ilar transition
occurred at higher flow rates. The summer rate was set to 10 gpm, and the w inter rate
was adjusted proportionally, to 4.2 gpm. The same conditions w ere observed, albeit on a
larger scale. The transition tim e for a change in flow rate w as around 35 days. Figure 8
shows a capture efficiency m ap for the higher flow rate sim ulation.
The long-term effects o f hourly variability are difficult to m easure using
numerical m odeling. Transient models require num erous tim e-steps, and the num ber o f
steps is lim ited by com puting pow er and storage. Instead o f m odeling hourly variability
over a period o f years, the flow for one day was modeled. Based on the estim ated
household usage tim es, the dom estic well was cycled on and o ff 20 tim es during one day.
The well ran for tw o m inutes, the time required to fill a typical tank. The variations
during the day w ere not sufficiently large to affect the m ovem ent o f the particles tracked.
CONC LU SIO N S AND R EC O M M EN D A TIO N S
The groundw ater circulation well focused rem ediation concept is viable for use in
removal actions. D etailed data about the hydraulic conductivity is not a necessity, and
uncertainties can be accounted for by the use o f stochastic analysis. W hile there is a slim
risk o f untreated w ater entering the domestic well, it is a m anageable one. Tem poral
variations in dom estic well operation seem insignificant for this site since the recharge
zone o f the G CW so strongly dominates the system.
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Further study should include the use o f a transport model to support the results
from the capture zone analysis. Additionally, software able to stochastically model
transient flow should be developed. A pilot study o f this focused rem ediation study
should naturally occur next.
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Ground Surface

GCW

WeH

Pizeometric Surface

Direction of Regional
Groundwater Flow

Figure 1. Focused rem ediation schematic. In this focused rem ediation system , a GCW is
placed directly up-gradient from a domestic well. The recharge interval is placed so that
the domestic w ell will draw groundw ater from it.
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Zone

Figure 2. The plan view o f the capture and recharge zone associated with a GCW
focused remediation system. The GCW generates vertical flow w ithin the circulation
cell. The GCW should be placed so that the domestic well is as close as possible to the
GCW without being in the circulation cell.
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200tBEt
Figure 3. The plan view o f the deterministic capture and recharge zone widths.
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Figure 4. The factor o f safety versus the flow rate. The factor o f safety increases as the
flow rate does, however, the relationship is not linear.
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Figure 5. C apture zone probability map for the GCW . The red, orange, and yellow areas
represent a high probability o f capture, whereas the dark blue indicates areas o f very low
probability. The black line indicates the determ inistic capture zone.
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Figure 6. The recharge zone for the GCW . The black line indicates the deterministic
capture zone.
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Figure 7. A capture zone probability map for the domestic w ell, w ith enlarged portion
from the center o f the map. The center portion clearly indicates the capture zone, while
the larger m ap show blips o f probability that occur outside the recharge zone o f the
GCW . The gap betw een the high probability area and the blips is likely due to the higher
probability o f GCW capture o f particles in that sam e area.
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Figure 8. A capture efficiency map for the domestic well for layer 10 showing seasonal
fluctuations o f the capture zone over one year. The particles captured at the beginning o f
each day were used to create the CEM. The contour lines represent the percent
probability o f capture, and the scale is shown in feet.
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TABLES
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Table 1. Model layer properties. Kx, Ky represent the hydraulic conductivity in the
horizontal direction.

Model
Layer

Geologic Type

Mean Kx,Ky (ft/d)

Thickness (ft)

1

Loess (silty clay loam)

0.02

4 to 23

2 -8

Fine sand

50

18 to 77

9-10

Sand and gravel

160

11

Interbeded Silt Layer

1

12

Sand and gravel

160

13

Sandstone

50

6 to 17

28 to 112

17.5 to
72
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Table 2. Constant parameters for model.

Constant Parameters

Value

Domestic Well Flow Rate

10 gallons per minute

Total Porosity

14.5 %

Specific Storage

0.145/ft

Anisotropy Ratio

10:1

Saturated Thickness

71 ft

Depth to Static Water Table

24 ft

Recharge from Precipitation

0.000525 ft/day

Model Dimensions

5,000 ft by 5,000 ft

Columns

89 (0.1 to 200 ft)

Rows

102 (0.1 to 200 ft)

Hydraulic Gradient

0.0026 ft/ft

Standard Deviation

0.949 ln(ft/d)

Correlation Length

8000 ft
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Table 3. Parameters varied during deterministic modeling.

Varied Parameters

Values

GCW Flow Rate

10 to 80 gpm

Results
Ideal flow rates between 25
to 50 gpm

25 ft to 200 ft directly

Distances <100 ft cause

down-gradient o f GCW

interference
Offset not desirable, GCW

Domestic Well Location
0 ft to 75 ft off center from

should be placed as close to

GCW

directly up-gradient as
possible
Screen into layer 10 yields

Domestic Well Screen
Location

Layers 8 to 10

least draw from layers
outside GCW recharge
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Table 4. Comparison between calculated maximum capture zone widths and
model predicted areas.

GCW Capture
(Layer 6)

GCW
Recharge
(Layer 10)

Domestic Well
(LayerlO)

490

309

74

Stochastic Width at 1%

-

-

160

Stochastic Width at 90%

-

261

-

Analytical Width

621

326

67

Deterministic Stagnation Point

-80

-73

-13

Analytical Stagnation Point

-99

-52

-11

Deterministic Width (all in ft)
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Table 5. Estimated water consumption habits.

Type of Use

Gallons Per Day

Use Distribution for One Day

Clothes Washer

60.4

1 hour in evening

Dishwasher

4

1 hour after dinner

Toilet

80.4

Peak use for one hour in morning and
evening and intermittent use in morning
and evening

Bath

4.8

1 hour o f use at night

Leaks

40

Constant use throughout the day

Faucets

44.4

Two hours in morning and six hours in
evening

Showers

50.4

Two hours in morning

Yard Watering

392

Four hours in evening

APPENDIX A.
SU PPO RTIN G CALCULATIONS FO R CAPTURE ZO N E ANALYSIS
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Calculations for Maximum Capture/Recharge Zone Width
From Grubb (1993), the equation for maximum capture zone width in an
unconfined aquifer is as follows:

y
max

= ± -2 K bi
Q = pumping rate
K = hydraulic conductivity
b = saturated thickness
i = gradient

The stagnation point can be found by using the following formula:
x

=

0

~Q

2-7r-K*b-i

For the GCW :

ft3

Q := 9625-——

b:=71

day

K:= 83.8

ymax:=

i:= 0.0026
day

Q
K bi

x0:=

-Q
2-7r-K-b‘i
ym ax= a

x0= a
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G C W Recharge Zone

f t3

Q := 9625-----day

b = 71

il
K := 160-----day

i := 0.0026

ym ax:=
K bi

-Q

x0:=

2-7iK-b-i
y m a x = 325.874ft2

x 0 = -5 1 .8 6 4 f t2

For the Domestic Well

ft3
Q := 1983----day

b = 71

il
K := 160-----day

i := 0.0026

ym ax :=
K bi

x0 :=

-Q
2-TC-Kb-i
y m a x = 67.138ft2
x 0 = -1 0 .6 8 5 ft2
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Rate

1 .6 7

0 .0 3

1 .6 7

1 .6 7

0 .0 3

300

1 .6 7

1 .6 7

0 .0 3

400

1 .6 7

1 .6 7

0 .0 3

500

1 .6 7

1 .6 7

0 .0 3

Fa u cets

1 .6 7

2 00

Leaks

0 .0 3

Bath

1 .6 7

Toilets

1 .6 7

Show ers

0
100

Tim e

U s e for hour

Yard Watering

Dishw ashers

Clothes W asher

Table B. 1 Chart o f Estim ated W ater Use Tim es

600

2 5 .2 0

2 0 .0 0

1 .6 7

5 .5 5

5 2 .4 2

0 .8 7

700

2 5 .2 0

6 .7 3

1 .6 7

5 .5 5

3 9 .1 5

0 .6 5

800

1 .6 7

1 .6 7

0 .0 3

900

1 .6 7

1 .6 7

0 .0 3

1000

1 .6 7

1 .6 7

0 .0 3

1100

1 .6 7

1 .6 7

0 .0 3

1200

1 .6 7

1 .6 7

0 .0 3

1300

1 .6 7

1 .6 7

0 .0 3

1400

1 .6 7

1 .6 7

0 .0 3

1500

1.67

1 .6 7

0 .0 3

1600

1 .6 7

1 .6 7

0 .0 3
2 .8 7

6 0 .4 0

1700
1800

4 .0 0

1900

6 .7 3

1 .67

5 .5 5

9 8 .0 0

1 7 2 .3 5

6 .7 3

1 .6 7

5 .5 5

9 8 .0 0

1 1 1 .9 5

1 .8 7

6 .7 3

1 .67

5 .5 5

9 8 .0 0

1 1 5 .9 5

1 .9 3

1 .6 7

5 .5 5

9 8 .0 0

1 1 6 .7 5

1 .9 5

6 .7 3

2000

4 .8 0

2100

6 .7 3

1 .67

5 .5 5

1 3 .9 5

0 .2 3

2200

2 0 .0 0

1 .6 7

5 .5 5

2 7 .2 2

0 .4 5

1 .6 7

0 .0 3

1 .6 7

2300
T o ta l

5 0 .4 0

6 0 .4 0

4 .0 0

8 0 .4 0

4 .8 0

4 0 .0 0

4 4 .4 0

3 9 2 .0 0
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Table B.2 Operation Times for Domestic W ell
S ta rt Time

End Tim e Flow R ate (gpm )

S tart Tim e End Tim e Flow R a te (g p m )

0

613

0

1837

1846

0

613

615

-1 0

1846

1848

-1 0

616

639

0

1848

1859

0

639

641

-1 0

1859

1901

-1 0

641

705!

0

19 01

1910

0

705

707

-1 0

1910

1912

-1 0

707

739

0

1912

1921

0

739

741

-1 0

1 9 21

1923

-1 0

741

1216

0

1923

1932

0

1216

1218

-1 0

1932

1934

-1 0

1218

1 7 0 4 .5

0

1934

1942

0

1 7 0 4 .5

1 7 0 6 .5

-1 0

1942

1944

-1 0

1 7 0 6 .5

1714

0

1944

1953

0

1714

1716

-1 0

1953

1955

-1 0

1716

1 7 21

0

1955

2004

0

1721

1723

-1 0

2004

2006

-1 0

1723

1730

0

2006

2015

0

1730

1732

-1 0

2015

2017

-1 0

1732

1739

0

1017

2026

0

1739

1741

-1 0

2026

2028

-1 0

1741

1748

0

2028

2037

0

1748

1750

-1 0

2037

2039

-1 0

1750

1755

0

2039

2048

0

1755

1757

-1 0

2048

2050

-1 0

1757

1 8 11

0

2050

2058

0

1811

1813

-1 0

2058

2100

-1 0

1813

1822

0

2100

2207

0

1822

1824

-1 0

2207

2209

-1 0

1824

1835

0

2209

2255

0

1837

-1 0

2255

2257

-1 0

1835
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EXPLANATION OF CD CO NTEN TS

The supplem ental CD contains four m ain folders titled: Thesis, Selected
GWV Sim ulations, Selected Visual M ODFLOW Sim ulations, and Final Results. There
are several types o f files included. M ost are “ .p d f’ files, view able using A dobe A crobat
Reader, dow nloadable at w w w .adobe.com . O ther files are sets o f the com puter
simulations used, w hich may be run on Visual M ODFLOW Pro or G roundw ater Vistas.
Several contour plots are also made into Adobe A crobat files, b u t can only be modified
using Surfer, V ersion 8.0, from Golden Industries.

A ll other program s used are standard

to M icrosoft Office.
The thesis section contains the final draft o f the thesis and the defense
presentation.
The Selected GW V Simulations folder contains the files to run selected
simulations, but due to size constraints, it does not include the actual data from the
simulations. These were run on Groundwater Vistas, V ersion 3.47, equipped w ith
Stochastic M O D FLO W and M ODPATH. The software can be obtained from
Environmental Sim ulations, Inc.
The Selected V M P Simulations folder contains th e files to run selected
simulations, but due to size constraints, it does not include data from the simulations.
These were run on Visual M ODFLOW Pro, V ersion 3.0.0.176. The softw are is available
from W aterloo Hydrogeologic.
The Final Results folder is subdivided into the follow ing folders:
Stochastic, Deterministic, and Time-Based. Results from sim ulations are separated into
these categories. The results are displayed as Adobe Acrobat files and are the printouts
directly from the software. They are divided into sections based on the well w hich they
model: GCW recharge, GCW capture, and Dom estic Capture. A lso included in the
deterministic section are the results o f prelim inary particle placem ent, flow rate, and
location trials
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